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1.

INTRODUCTION

Earlier this year the International Committee of the 
Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies began 
a comprehensive re-appraisal of the role of the Red 
Cross. At the XXIInd International Conference a 
formal invitation will be issued to all Conference 
participants to submit in writing their views on that 
re-appraisal.

This document has been drawn up to provide both back
ground information and an account of what is being 
done to implement the Study. It is divided into three 
parts :

I Background to the Study (Page 2)
II Progress Report (Page 20)

III Summary of Research Design (Page 22)

Part I consists of material which formed part of an 
earlier document entitled "The Red Cross in a Changing 
World", which was distributed to National Societies at 
the last meeting of the Board of Governors in October, 
1971 and has since been the subject of some minor 
amendments.

Part II is a brief summary of a more lengthy report 
submitted to the Board of Governors during its session 
in Teheran.

Part III is an abbreviated version of the Study 
Director's Research Design, the plan of action for the 
Study.
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PART I - BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

The Foundation of the Red Cross

1. The originator of the Red Cross and the Geneva 
Conventions was a Genevese business man called 
Henry Dunant, who found himself present at the battle 
of Solferino in June 1859 during the war between 
France and Sardinia on the one hand and Austria on 
the other. Horrified by the lack of medical services 
and the suffering of the victims, he organised the 
local people to improvise emergency care for the 
wounded of both armies.

2. Subsequently Dunant published a book describing 
his experiences and calling for the formation of 
private societies to supplement the then very in
adequate official army medical services. A committee 
of five people was then set up in Geneva in 1863, 
with Dunant as one of its members, the aim being to 
establish relief societies in all countries, co
ordinate their action and ensure - by means of an 
international convention - the protection of the sick 
and wounded on the battlefield. The committee, which 
is none other than the present International Committee 
of the Red Cross, was the founder of the universal 
movement.

3. At this stage it is worth examining the steps 
which had been taken during the five years between the 
battle of Solferino in 1859 and the conclusion of the 
first Geneva Convention in 1864, because at least in 
its essential features the pattern of the Red Cross 
was already established and would not undergo radical 
changes until the First World War.
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4. Firstly Dunant had proposed the establishment in 
each country of a national society which would prepare 
in peacetime for its wartime relief activities. These 
societies were the forerunners of the 117 National Red 
Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies in 
almost all the countries of the world.

5. Secondly the societies were to aid and supplement 
the official military medical services by giving 
relief to the sick and wounded without discrimination 
between friend and foe.

6. Thirdly the International Committee, composed 
exclusively of Swiss citizens and with its headquarters 
in Geneva, would remain the focal point of the movement.

7. Fourthly the International Committee did not rest 
content with the organisation of voluntary societies, 
but pressed for action by Governments to grant legal 
protection to the victims of war and drafted a 
Convention giving special status to members of military 
health services. This Convention was signed in 1864 in 
Geneva and the emblem of the Red Cross, protecting 
military health personnel and ambulances, was adopted.

8. Finally the Red Cross as a whole was established
as a dynamic and growing international organisation with 
widespread support from public authorities and private 
individuals.
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The Development of the Red Cross

1. It is not necessary to record in this paper the 
various events which influenced the development of 
the Red Cross movement during the fifty years which 
separate the first Geneva Convention and the outbreak 
of the First World War, but it is true to say that the 
Red Cross met its greatest challenge to date in the 
years 1914-18 and established itself as an outstanding 
organisation of the greatest importance with an almost 
unlimited potential for bringing relief within the 
terms on which it was founded.

2. However the end of the First World War brought a 
crisis to the Red Cross because it was at that time 
thought impossible that there could be another major 
conflict and in that case there might be no more need 
for the Red Cross. National Societies then decided 
to organise a wide range of peacetime activities, and 
to assist this process the League of Red Cross 
Societies was founded in April 1919.

3. Since 1919 there have, therefore, been two Red 
Cross organisations at the international level and not 
one. One has grown from the small Committee founded 
by Dunant and his colleagues but remains exclusively 
Swiss in composition; it is the International Committee 
of the Red Cross. The other is an international 
secretariat maintained by the National Societies to co
ordinate and develop Red Cross services and to serve as 
a worldwide federation; it is the League of Red Cross 
Societies and since 1939 its headquarters have been in 
Geneva.
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4. No one can fail to query the necessity for two 
organisations, but each has certain functions which 
the other, by reason of its status, cannot undertake. 
The essential basis of action by the International 
Committee is its neutrality and uninationality.

The International Committee, whose members are co- 
opted, is independent in the sense that it is not 
answerable to a multi-national governing body and 
this independence has enabled it to render services 
to the victims of armed conflicts, both international 
and internal, which are too well known to require 
elaboration here.

5. The League is a multi-national federating body 
set up by mutual agreement with coordinating functions 
which could no longer be carried out by an all-Swiss 
committee. It is governed by a Board on which are 
represented all the recognised National Societies, 
each having equal status and one vote.

6. The International Committee receives its 
financial support mainly from voluntary subsidies paid 
by Governments. A preponderance is provided by the 
Swiss Government. The League depends on its member 
Societies who subscribe in accordance with a barème.

7. Since the foundation of the League in 1919 there 
have been a number of developments within the Red Cross 
movement and a number of developments in the world 
which have reacted on the Red Cross. The Second World 
War once more emphasised the importance of the Red 
Cross and ensured that its achievements reached a new 
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high peak. Subsequent events have confirmed the 
necessity of maintaining adequate voluntary organ
isations qualified to bring relief in time of 
conflict.

8. Simultaneously the peacetime activities have 
expanded enormously, the number of Societies has grown 
in proportion to the number of independent States and 
the support of the general public all over the world 
has reflected the increased stature of the Red Cross 
in many spheres quite unconnected with armed 
conflict.

9. Nevertheless it is worth recalling certain points 
mentioned earlier in connection with the foundation of 
the movement.

10. As has already been said, the National Societies 
are those whose formation Dunant advocated so vigor
ously. While their programmes have changed and 
expanded they remain essentially independent National 
Societies and not subject to direction by a central 
body based in Geneva. The principles to which they 
subscribe proclaim their equality within the Inter
national Red Cross and a code of rules governs 
situations, e.g. major natural disasters, where the 
activities of one Society might impinge on another. 
In principle each Society works only in its own 
territory except by special agreement.

11. The original Societies assisted the military 
medical services. The National Societies of today 
have a much wider range of activities, but they remain 
auxiliaries to the public authorities while at the 
same time being as independent of those authorities as 
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possible. While not aspiring to the same degree of 
neutrality as the International Committee they work 
in accordance with the principles of impartiality and 
non-discrimination.

12. The Red Cross as a whole, but more particularly 
the International Committee, has on the basis of its 
experience in the field continued to press Governments 
to revise the original Geneva Convention of 1864 and 
revisions have, in fact, been achieved in 1906, 1929 
and 1949. By 1949 the number of Geneva Conventions 
had grown to four, each covering different categories 
of war victims, which between them constitute a large 
proportion of the Laws of War. The process continues.

13. The Red Cross emblem, established in 1864, has 
been joined by two others - the Red Crescent and the 
Red Lion and Sun - having equal status in the Geneva 
Conventions. Efforts on the one hand to unify the 
emblem and on the other hand to admit more emblems 
were unsuccessful in the Diplomatic Conference of 
1949 when the present Conventions were adopted.

14. This background information has been complied 
not in order to summarise the activities of the Red 
Cross, which are very fully documented elsewhere, but 
to bring out a number of points which are particularly 
relevant to the present situation in which there is 
widespread agreement that the role of the Red Cross is 
in need of reappraisal. The relevance of these points 
will appear later.
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The Red Cross in Time of War

1. As has already been seen the League of Red Cross 
Societies was founded at a time when the war which 
had then just ended was being spoken of as "the war 
to end wars". In 1945 there were no corresponding 
illusions, but at the same time development of nuclear 
weapons gave rise to the feeling that future wars 
would be marked by the instant annihilation of pop
ulations and that there would be little or no scope 
for the war-time services of organisations such as 
the Red Cross. Events were to prove the contrary. 
Nuclear weapons have not been used since 1945, but the 
world has been ravaged by a number of lesser conflicts 
fought with conventional weapons and there has been an 
almost ceaseless call on the Red Cross to provide aid 
for the victims.

2. To meet the changing situation the International 
Committee has had to function on a scale far in excess 
of what was adequate between the two World Wars, the 
National Societies have had to be ready to give relief 
in response to appeals from the countries concerned 
and from the International Committee. The Leagtfe has 
also been involved as a result of appeals addressed to 
it by Societies in conflict situations.

3. One feature of this period is that it has become 
increasingly difficult - in some cases impossible - to 
classify the various conflicts and to determine the 
correct machinery for deploying Red Cross relief. In a 
straightforward conflict between two sovereign States 
the National Red Cross Society of each State carries 
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out relief work in the territory under the control of 
its own Government and the International Committee 
acts as a neutral intermediary between the two sides.

I

In a non-international conflict the National Society 
more often than not is gravely handicapped, but it is 
still possible for the International Committee to 
intervene between the two parties with assistance, if 
necessary, from other National Societies. Nor is 
there anything to prevent the National Society of a

I

country suffering from a non-international conflict 
from summoning help from its own federation, the 
League.

4. But this is to treat the subject as one might 
treat it in a text-book, and many of the present 
problems of the Red Cross arise from the fact that 
neither the facts themselves nor the required action 
correspond with any text book. Even the distinction 
between international and non-international conflicts 
has become blurred by the extent to which the latter 
are subject to external interference. New methods of 
warfare have been developed, new weapons are in use, 
new definitions of warfare and the belligerent parties 
are in force. Above all the proportion of civilian 
casualities has increased to an enormous extent and it 
is civilians rather than sick and wounded soldiers who 
are now a first charge on the Red Cross. These civil
ians are frequently homeless, displaced within their 
own country or refugees in a neighbouring one. They 
may be cut off from their food supplies and prey to 
famine and disease, members of families may be dis
persed and out of touch. All public services and 
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communications may have broken down. These situations 
have become all too common during the past 25 years.

'5. The ability of the Red Cross to give relief 
depends on many factors, but firstly on the willingness 
of the public authorities whose authorisation for the 
admittance of its delegates is required. The Inter
national Committee by its independence and traditional 
neutrality is best qualified to offer its services to 
the parties to a non-international conflict and is 
invited to do so in the Geneva Conventions, but the 
authorities have no obligation to accept the offer. In 
an international conflict the authorities may not agree 
to receive delegates of the International Committee on 
their territory, notwithstanding the responsibilities of 
the International Committee as set out in the Conventions. 
Sometimes all Red Cross aid is refused, but in other 
cases massive aid is welcomed. There is no fixed pattern.

6. The International Committee is also being asked to 
undertake new roles. For example, although visits to 
political detainees have their origins in the past, they 
have recently assumed particular importance in view of 
the large number of countries concerned, the lajrge 
number of individual detainees and the widespread public 
interest in the subject.

7. Arising out of the World Wars and lesser conflicts 
the International Committee and many National Societies 
have undertaken extensive work tracing the missing and 
reuniting them with their families. The Central Tracing 
Agency in Geneva and the International Tracing Service
in Arolsen, Germany, both controlled by the International 
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Committee, have vast records and these are supplemented 
by the national tracing bureaux of the National 
Societies, some of which are also on a very large 
scale.

8. The League is also concerned with the war-time 
work of the National Societies. The League can in any 
case not remain indifferent to any of the situations in 
which its member Societies find themselves, nor can it 
ignore appeals from National Societies with conflicts 
in their territories. There is a written agreement, 
first negotiated in 1951 and revised in 1969, providing 
for necessary collaboration between the two international 
organisations in Geneva with the object of avoiding over
lapping and confusion.

9. There are problems which lie deeper and cannot be 
solved by agreements, collaboration and goodwill. The 
founders of the Red Cross were working in a nineteenth 
century European context. The enormous changes that 
have taken place in the world since then have affected 
many ideas which seemed valid at the time. The break-up 
of empires, the multiplication of independent States, 
the racial and ideological basis of so many modern con
flicts, the new balance of power in the United Nations, 
changing concepts of humanity, all have contributed to 
changing the milieu in which the Red Cross was founded.

10. The relief work of the Red Cross in time of war is 
supplemented by its continued interest in the development 
of international humanitarian law. Many steps have been 
taken by the International Committee both at International 
Conferences of the Red Cross and on other occasions to 
keep the laws of war abreast of modern development.
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During 1971 and 1972 the International Committee 
convened Conferences of Government Experts to discuss 
the whole of this large subject. The United Nations 
'have also taken it up within the context of Human 
Rights. It is hoped that an international treaty may 
be drawn up shortly.

11. The National Societies take a close interest in 
this side of the work and a number of them participated 
in the special meetings convened by the International 
Committee as a preliminary to the Governmental meeting. 
Many of them already undertake the dissemination of the 
Geneva Conventions in their own countries and there is 
no doubt that there will be an increasing responsibility 
on the National Societies to generate interest in the 
subject of international humanitarian law.
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The Red Cross in Time of Peace

1. The peacetime activities of the Red Cross, which 
have grown over more than fifty years, are very exten
sive. The general objects of the League as defined in 
its Constitution are to encourage and facilitate at 
all times all forms of Red Cross action for the relief 
of suffering humanity. Within each country the National 
Society has had to set its own limits on what could be 
an almost unlimited mandate.

2. Nevertheless, and despite the differences which 
exist between one country and another, there are certain 
fields in which it can be said that the Red Cross is 
generally active. In particular one should mention :

a. Disaster Relief - in both a domestic 
and an international context - and 
pre-planning

b. Training in first aid, nursing,
hygiene and accident prevention

c. Blood Transfusion

a. Health Education

e. Social Welfare

3. Red Cross relief for the victims of natural disaster 
developed naturally from actions on behalf of the casual
ties of war. On a national level many Governments have 
relied on their National Societies to provide emergency 
services in times of disaster, often delegating specific 
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functions to them. In many other countries lacking 
such an arrangement the National Society has taken the 
initiative and pioneered the establishment of a 
national disaster plan.

4. At an international level the Red Cross has be
come established as the most universal network of 
mutual aid in disasters. International appeals launched 
by the League on behalf of a member Society lacking 
resources to give the necessary relief draw responses 
from all parts of the worls. The coordination of these 
international emergency relief actions is one of the 
most important responsibilities of the League and fully 
acknowledged by the United Nations with whom it enjoys
a constructive partnership, and to whose Disaster Relief 
Office it has seconded a staff member with considerable 
field experience.

5. It has become increasingly clear that the effective
ness of action taken after a disaster depends on the 
extent of the advance planning. Again in conjunction 
with the United Nations the League is devoting an 
increasing amount of effort to encouraging National 
Societies in disaster zones to develop their planning in 
consultation with their Governments and to establishing 
their own warehouses from which emergency stores can be 
delivered without delay.

6. In addition to the links between the League and the 
United Nations the collaboration between Governments and 
the Red Cross has been developed at International Confer
ences of the Red Cross in which Governments participate 
and at which important resolutions have been passed.
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7. The training of the public in first aid, nursing 
and accident prevention has its origins in the period 
when peacetime Red Cross services had not yet begun. 
Now it is an extensive programme covering almost every 
country in which there is a National Society. It forms 
one of the most widely recognised links between the 
National Societies and the public - something which the 
latter always associates with the Red Cross.

8. Blood Transfusion is another service with which 
the Red Cross is widely associated. In some countries 
a complete Blood Transfusion service is carried out by 
the National Society. In many others the National 
Society recruits the donors although the service is 
carried out by public health authorities.

9. Health education is of particular importance in 
the developing countries but is also a widespread 
activity elsewhere, particularly within the Youth Red 
Cross programme.

10. Many of the current activities of National Societies, 
especially in the more developed countries, are within 
the field of Social Welfare. They extend throughout the 
whole range of services to elderly people, hospital 
patients, the handicapped, homebound invalids, sick and 
handicapped children and other less privileged members
of society.

11. It has been the special privilege of the Red Cross 
to mobilise volunteer help for the provision of its 
services. With limited resources and dependent on gifts 
from the public, the National Societies have attracted 
voluntary contributions in the form of time and personal 
effort directed to assisting others.
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12. The services mentioned in this Chapter have not 
brought the Red Cross into the same acute controv
ersies as its wartime work. Nevertheless the Red 
Cross has not permanently assured status either at 
national or international level. In one country the 
authorities may be urging the National Society to 
undertake far more than its resources permit, while 
in another the authorities may be taking over so many 
services that there is not enough for the National 
Society to do. Internationally the same pressures 
exist.
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The Work of the League

1. The League is the world federation of the National 
Societies, each of which has one vote in its governing 
body, the Board of Governors. There is no recognised 
National Society which is not a member of the League. 
The League has now 117 member Societies.

2. Mention has already been made of one of the 
League's most important functions - the coordination of 
disaster relief services and the promotion of disaster 
pre-planning.

3. Another task, absorbing even more of the League's 
efforts, is the Development Programme which exists to 
channel aid from the wealthier and more developed 
National Societies to their needy counterparts in the 
Third World.

4. It is true that the League always provided a 
clearing house for information about the activities of 
other National Societies, but in recent years it has 
been necessary to adopt a more positive programme if 
the Red Cross were to take root and prosper in circ
umstances far removed from those in which it originated. 
The Red Cross was founded in mid-nineteenth century 
Europe, but its universality now depends on its accept
ance in late twentieth century Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. The multiplication of new independent States, 
many with severe economic and political problems, has 
provided a challenge to which the League is responding.
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5. Through the League's Development Programme
I

regular contact is maintained with the Societies in 
the developing countries. League officers visit 
them, regional training institutes are organised, 
regional meetings are arranged when the Board of 
Governors meet and delegates, specially qualified 
as advisers in planning, administration, organisation, 
information or technical services, are provided by the 
League with the help of donor Societies. Various 
forms of material aid, e.g. vehicles, training equip
ment and other necessities, are also made available.

6. The programme has to take account of the situation 
of the developing countries generally and the position 
and capabilities of their National Societies in partic
ular as well as the resources available from the 
developed Societies. Its success is vital for the 
future of the Red Cross everywhere. To strengthen the 
Red Cross all over the world is a statutory task for 
the Federation as a whole.

7. The League represents the National Societies in 
external relations with international organisations, 
both governmental and non-governmental. There are 
numerous links with the United Nations and its special
ised Agencies in every sphere of Red Cross activity. 
There is an almost daily contact, and close collabor
ation with the WHO, UNICEF, The World Food Programme, 
the High Commissioner for Refugees, to mention only the 
most important. The League has served as operating 
agency in the field, supported by these agencies. The 
League was closely associated with the preparations for 
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
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(Stockholm 1972) and continues to play a leading role 
among non-governmental organisations in this field.

8. One should also record the fact that the League 
of Red Cross Societies can fairly be said to be the 
most universal international organisation in the world. 
It is true that there is still a handful of countries 
whose Red Cross Societies have not yet reached a state 
of development which would permit their recognition and 
admittance to the League. On the other hand the League 
has member Societies in countries still not admitted to 
the United Nations.
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PART II - PROGRESS REPORT

Because of the situation described in Part I of this 
document, the re-appraisal of the role of the Red 
Cross has been the subject of thoughtful discussion 
among Red Cross leaders for some years. In October, 
1971, at its session in Mexico City, the Board of 
Governors of the League decided to implement the 
Study, expressing the hope that it might be linked 
to that already started by the International Committee 
of the Red Cross so as to extend to the whole of the 
International Red Cross.

Subsequently a Joint Committee was constituted with 
representation from the I.C.R.C., the League and the 
Henry Dunant Institute. Mr. Kai Warras (League) is 
the Chairman and Mr. Roger Gallopin (I.C.R.C.) Vice- 
Chairman. A full meeting of the Joint Committee was 
held in April, 1973 and there have been postal con
sultations with members before and since then. The 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman are in close and frequent 
contact.

In December 1972 it was announced that Mr. Donald D. Tansley 
(Canada) had been appointed Study Director. Mr. Tansley, 
who was then the Executive Vice-President of the 
Canadian International Development Agency, took up his 
new post in Geneva on 1st. February, 1973.

Mr. Tansley has drawn up his Research Design, or plan 
of action for the Study, which appears in an abbreviated 
form as Part III of this document. An important part of 
his preparatory work was a consultation with experts 
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from National Societies, the I.C.R.C. and the League 
on 27th - 29th March, 1973 under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Warras. He has also attended important Red Cross 
meetings, consulted individuals and groups in the 
I.C.R.C. and League, met visiting delegates from 
National Societies and paid his first visits to 
National Societies.

The financing of the Study has been from grants made 
by Foundations. The total budget is Swiss Francs
1.5 million, approximately two-thirds of which had 
been raised by June, 19 73. The Chairman and the Study 
Director are in touch with the Foundations supporting 
the Study and keep them informed of progress.

A small Study Secretariat is established in Geneva in 
premises physically separate from both the I.C.R.C. 
and the League. The various studies will be conducted 
by personnel selected from the League, I.C.R.C., 
National Societies and elsewhere.
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activities, 
purposes of

1)
2)

3)
4)

PART III - SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DESIGN

IOverall Approach

In drawing up his plan of action the Study Director 
has analysed the processes through which the Study 
will pass from its beginning to its conclusion.

His overall approach starts with a preliminary 
examination and definition of the apparent purposes 
of the Red Cross and continues with an identification 
and assessment of what is actually done by the Red 
Cross. After the hypothesis and the facts have been 
compared, conclusions will be reached with respect to 
future purposes and changes required. Purpose is 
hence viewed as a central theme of the Study, at the 
beginning, during the fact-gathering and at the 
conclusion.

The preliminary statement of purposes is, in effect, 
an initial way of looking at the Red Cross. From the 
Principles of the Red Cross, one sees that its over
all purpose is to prevent and alleviate human suffering, 
to protect life and health and to ensure respect for 
the human being. From this and from a brief review of 

the following appear to be the present 
the Red Cross :

Community Services
Assistance to victims of disasters 
and conflicts
Protection of victims of man-made events 
Inculcation of humanitarian values 
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It should be stressed that no judgement has been 
made on what the purposes of the Red Cross should 
be, nor is any significance attached to the order 
of listing.
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Framework of the Study

As a technique for managing the Study and in 
particular as a means of establishing its limits, 
a framework has been established in which each of
the purposes of the Red Cross will be examined in
four phases :

1) Present Role
2) Present Capacity
3) Future Needs
4) Future Role and Capacity Required

Present role is seen as detailed identification of
what the Red Cross actually does, including a
measurement of the significance of its activities 
in the setting in which they take place.

Present capacity involves an assessment of the 
resources of the Red Cross and an assessment of the 
way in which the Red Cross is regarded by the world 
around it. The resources to be assessed include :

-

philosophy and principles 
people 
money
organisation
experience

The assessment must be both qualitative and, where 
possible, quantitative. Further, since capacity is 
seen as a relative concept, the assessment must 
include a comparison of Red Cross capacity with the 
capacity of other organisations engaged in similar 
activities.
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Future needs extend both to needs as related to the 
present purposes of the Red Cross and in a more 
general sense insofar as they may be of interest to 
the overall purpose of the Red Cross or within its 
likely capacity.

The future role and capacity required is a final 
judgemental phase concerning possible changes in terms 
of goals, policies, structure, financing, etc. for the 
Red Cross as a whole. It is not envisaged that the 
Study will concern itself with the technical content 
of particular programmes, e.g. the technology of blood 
transfusion, nor will proposals be made with respect to 
any specific National Sociaty.

The framework suggests that studies can be done on two 
bases : "vertical" or functional studies, concerned with 
the separate purposes of the Red Cross, and "horizontal" 
studies concerned with the totality of the Red Cross.

In theory at least, this approach enables some cross
checking of results and conclusions. For example, views 
of a functional study on Red Cross capacity for that 
function may not be in harmony with the views reached by 
a horizontal study concerned with the total capacity of 
the Red Cross.
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Projects to be Undertaken

Using the foregoing approach and framework, a lengthy 
list of possible projects was drawn up. After con
sultation with certain experts from National Societies, 
members of the Joint Committee, Red Cross leaders in 
Geneva, and U.N. and other personnel with experience in 
research, a definitive list of projects has been 
established. A summary description of these projects, 
together with some detail on how they should be under
taken, appears in the tables annexed to this document.

Formal Studies

As the tables indicate, the projects have been class
ified under three headings :

1. Institutional and functional studies, 
which might be considered as the basic 
studies of the Re-appraisal

2. Sub-studies, which rely in whole or in 
large part on the basic studies for 
their data source

3. Special studies, for which original 
data must be obtained and which deal 
with the totality of the Red Cross.

In the design of each study, particular care has been 
taken to ensure that studies re-inforce one another 
and cross-check one another. The intent is that all 
major questions with which the Re-appraisal is 
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concerned will be examined from a variety of pers
pectives, a variety of data bases, and by different 
people.

Special Topics

In addition to the projects listed in the tables, 
there are three important topics or concerns which 
are too broad to lend themselves to a study format 
but which, nonetheless, must be kept in mind through
out the Re-appraisal.

1. Image and Status of the Red Cross. It seems 
that no single technique is likely to provide 
insight on how the Red Cross is regarded in the 
eyes of governments, the general public, or the 
U.N. and other international agencies. However, 
several of the proposed studies should be able 
to shed light on this question, for example the 
Profile of National Societies, the review of 
relations with international organisations, the 
Invitation to Submit Views, etc. Use can also 
be made of public opinion polls which have 
already been done, and perhaps additional 
specialized polls might be considered.

2. Sources of Renewal. The concern here is with 
the efforts being made by the Red Cross to re
new itself in the broadest sense - in terms of 
leadership, membership, ideas, awareness of new 
trends, technology, political, economic and 
social forces, etc. Again, no single technique 
seems likely to provide firm answers but several 
of the proposed studies can be framed to elicit 
information on the topic.
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3. Future Needs. Of basic concern in the Re
appraisal is the question of how the Red Cross 
might relate to the future humanitarian needs 
of the world. Given the pitfalls of prognosis, 
it is unrealistic to think that the Re-appraisal 
will unearth any original truths about the 
nature of the future. But advantage can be 
taken of work already done by some of the world's 
best minds, and it may be possible to persuade 
outstanding persons to contribute a short paper 
on topics of special interest.

i
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■SCHEDULING

It is expected that the timetable for the Study as
a whole might proceed as follows :

1973 February - July
Preparation of
Research Design,
Completion of
Financing,
Personnel Search.

1973 July - September
Mounting the Studies.

1973 August - September 1974
Conduct of Studies, 
Director travel.

1974 October - December
Analysis and Testing.

1975 January -
Report Writing.



IKSTlTUTTO.'.'tt A.’.'D ri'ï.'CTIO.’JAL. STUDIES

DETAILS DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DATA SOURCE REKRRKS

PROJECT

Profile of 
National Societies

Æ ccmprehensive study of the present 
role of National Societies, including 
an assessment of their capacity and 
of their potential. To be based on 
20-30 National Societies who 
constitute a representative sample.

Formal 
Study

★ICRC & League 
personnel &
Files

*Field trips to 
National Societies 
★Basic Documentation

Fabt-gathering will be conducted cr. the basis 
of a detailed "blank "profile to ensure compar
ability of results. Profile to include data re
quired, probable data sources and techniques, 
Hill also be used as the major source cf data 
for all sub-studies. Study to be ..."¿crtaken by 
two-man teams under leadership cf an exper
ienced Fed Cross person. Envisage field trips 
averaginc 10 daus per National Society selected

League Review A review of the League as an 
institution - its philosophy, policies, 
programs and activities. An assess
ment of structure, operations, 
finances, relations, image and status.

Formal
Study

* League papers and 
personnel,

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Basic Documentation.

Assessment of League can only be made against 
background of National Society needs. "Person 
doing the study might also handle institution J 
study of I.C.R.C,

ICRC Seview A review of ICRC as an institution - 
its philosophy, policies, programs 
and activities. An assessment of 
structure, operations, finances, 
relations, image and status.

Formal 
Study

* ICRC papers and 
personnel.

* Profile of National 
Societies.

* Invitation to submit 
views,

* Basic Documentation.

Emphasis should be to determine true nature 
of the institution rather than a management 
study. Status, image and acceptability of 
I.C.R.C. functions are of particular 
importance.

Protection An assessment of the role and relative 
capacity of the P.ed Cross in providing 
protection to victims of man-made 
events and a review of future trends 
affecting the formulation and imple
mentation of humanitarian law.

Formal 
Study

I

Panel

* ICRC files and 
delegates.

* ICRC reports to 
governments.

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Selected governments.
* Basic Documentation.
* Case Studies,

Should be dene by an outsider cf prestige.
Study results to bs considered by a small panel 
of Red Cross experts and informed outsiders from 
related fields.

Assistance An assessment of the role and relative 1 
capacity of the Red Cross in providing 
assistance to the victims of natural 
disaster and conflict and a review of 
trends affecting the planning and 
provision of assistance services.

Formal 
Study

A

Panel

* Ccneva files and 
desk officers.

★ Case Studies.
* Governments, U.N., 

other non-govern
mental oxgani sa tiens,

• Profile cf National 
Societies.

• Basic Documentation.

Should be done by an outsider with general 
background cf international assistance.
Study results to be considered by a panel 
of Red Cross experts and informed outsiders in 
related fields.



INSTITUTIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL STUDIES (Contd.)

DETAILS

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DATA SOURCE REKARKS

Commun!ty 
Services

An attempt to describe and analyse 
the role of the Ped Cross in the 
relief of suffering, prevention of 
disease and improvement of health.

To be 
decided 
later in 
light of 
experience 
with Natiora. 
Society 
Study,

* Profile of National 
Societies,

Too wide a field to initiate a formal study • 
leave until "activities" data from Profile of 
National Societies is in. Perhaps then 
attempt to define common denominator of 
existing activities and to draw general guide
lines for future involvement.

Inculcation of Values An attempt to define and assess a 
variety of Red Cross activities which 
gi-ve the character of a movement or 
ideology to the Red Cross} determine 
extent to which this purpose is 
recognised, valid, useful.

Symposiurn 
of Red
Cross 
leaders.

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* ICRC Review,
* League Review,
* Resolutions,
* Basic Documentation

-.t thist stage it is difficult to predict the 
best way of approaching this topic - 
probably the symposium technique, based on a 
provocative paper prepared by the Study 
Secretariat,

In vi ta ti on to Submi t 
Views

A means of affording National
Societies, governments, non-govern
mental organisations, U.N, Agencies 
and others an opportunity to submit 
their views on selected aspects of 
the Study,

General 
invi tation 
to 
interested 
bodies.

* Provide background 
documents to 
participants of 
International 
Conference,

* Use Conference to 
make formal 
invitation to submi 
views.

To be followed up, where possible, by 
personal interviews with those 
organisations which show particular 
interest or unusual insight.

OJ



SUB STUDIES

DETAILS

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE
* DATA SOURCE REMARKS

Profile of Red Cross 
Leadership

A description of the major character
istics of the Rc-d Cross leader - age, 
socio-economic, professional back
ground, etc.

Collation 
and 
analysis

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Selection of League 
and ICRC leaders.

End product should be a short, descriptive, 
factual paper.

Profile of Red Cross
Membership

A description of Red Cross membership 
in socio-economic terms, ace, motiv
ation, etc.

Collation 
and 
analysis

* Profile of National 
Societies,

End product should be descriptive, factual 
paper. Should include an analysis of 
definition of membership.

Analysis of 
Professionalism in 
the Red Cross

To determine the nature, extent and 
growth of professional talents in 
the Red Cross,

Collation 
and 
analysis

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Personnel records o. 
ICRC and League,

Professionalism is used in its normal sense, 
as opposed to "paid staff". The pattern of 
growth is of special importance.

*n*lusis of Voluntary 
Effort in Red Cross

An attempt to define the nature and 
extent of voluntary effort, to 
assess its contribution and costs, 
and to determine motivations; an 
assessment of voluntary effort in the 
future.

Collation, 
analysis, 
general 
paper A 
possibly a 
panel

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Review of Liter
ature,

jS-

General paper should present factual picture 
in the Red Cross, together with comparison of 
Red Cross success with that of other voluntary 
organisations. Use outsider for general paper.

Youth in the Red
Cross

An analysis of the impact of youth 
and the Red Cross on one another and 
an assessment of the future outlook.

Collation, 
analysis, 
general 
paper A . 
possibly a 
panel

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Review of Liter
ature,

Will be mainly subjective - should include 
comparison of Red Cross attractiveness to 
youth with that of other organisations. Use 
outsider for general paper.

Paying for the Red 
Cross

An analysis of Red Cross financing - 
basic sources, pattern of growth, 
measure of sacrifice in terms of 
ability to pay criteria.

Collation 
and 
analysis

* Profile of National 
Societies,

* Financial records ot 
ICRC and League,

* U.N. economic data.

Should be designed to provide some insight on 
degree of support for Red Cross,

•

CO 
to



SFCCIT.t STUDIES

DETAILS

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DATA SOURCE REHARKS

Historical Evolution 
of Red Cross functions

An analysis of Red Cross initiatives 
to meet needs and action to vacate 
fields of activity.

Special
paper

* Red Cross literature
* National Society 

Profile,

Purpose is to determine what principles or
' circumstances have governed the initiation and
1 discontinuation of Red Cross activities • is
' there a clear pattern?

Universality of Red 
Cross Values

An attempt to determine whether Red 
Cross values are compatible with all 
major valve systems in the world.

Academic 
paper

* Red Cross literature Should be dene by sociolcgy/philosophy academic 
; preferably from a r.on-western culture. Values

should include such Red Cress concerns as 
peace, environment, human rights/ etc., as well 
as explicit or implicit Red Cress principles.

Hearting and Relevance 
of Red Cross Values

An analysis of thc^se principles and 
values which give rise to problems of 
interpretation and application and a 
review of the extent to which the 
values are consistent with and 
appropriate to contemporary social 
and political forces.

Academic 
paper and 
possibly a 
Panel

* Case study material.
* Delegates.
* R. C. Leaders,

Requires knowledge of Red Cross policy and 
operating problems - might be done by 
experienced Red Cross leader,.

Role of International 
Conference

A review of the role and contribution 
of the International Conference, 
particularly on the nature of 
government participation.

Study * Review of Conference 
records.

* Teheran,

Should be cone by a senior and experienced
Red Cross person.

Red Cross in the 
International Setting

An examination of the nature of Red 
Cross relations with U.N. Organis
ations and international non
governmental organisations, concen
trating on present and future 
problems in relations.

Study * External Relation 
Officers at League, 
ICRC and New York.

* U.N. Agencies and 
international non
governmental 
organisations.

Should pay special attention to question of Red 
Cross image and status in the eyes of U.N. 
Agencies and international non-governmental 
organisations, and to the question of 
operating relations with those agencies.
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